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Power Anything. Track Anywhere.



Locate What Matters Most

Your child

Pet

Luggage

Gear

Vehicle



What is the Elios GPS trackable power bank?

The Elios GPS trackable power bank combines portable power 

with smart innovation. Use these devices to stay safe, power 

your gear and keep track of your stuff anywhere in the world.

Protect yourself and safeguard your:

• Luggage

• Bags

• Vehicles

• Children

• Pets

• Gear

Overview
How it works 

The Elios Smart GPS tracking power bank will fully charge a smartphone nearly three times 

and can track personal gear in more than 210 countries. The SOS panic button keeps you safe 

by sending instant alert notifications to selected groups of contacts or law enforcement. 

Pair your Elios device1 Place your device2 Track your device  
 in the Elios app

3



TIME

6:52 PM

SPEED

3 MPH

Geo-Fence

Real-Time Tracking 

Track the location of objects from the app or online 

in real time. You can view the exact address, travel 

history, speed of travel, and more.

Movement Alarm

With Elios inside, you can set up alert notifications on 
your smartphone if your bag, car, backpack, package, 

or other asset moves.

!

Features
Geo-Fence

Set a geo-fence around your home, school or 

other location and receive notifications if your 
tracker enters or leaves the marked boundary. 

SOS Panic

Press the SOS button from anywhere to 

send a pre-programmed message and GPS 

location to a list of contacts or local law 

enforcement.

Track Share

Send an email with a link to a secured 

interactive map of your whereabouts. The 

device creates a GPS trail showing your 

path, speed of travel, and more. 

Ping every 24 hours

SettingsWiFiHistoryDevices

Travel Bag

Suitcase

ELIOS ALERT

Matt has invited you

to track his location.

View now Copy link



Julia

Only from Elios

How Track Share protects you

The broadcasting feature sends an email with a link to a secured interactive map 

of your whereabouts to friends and family. This feature is perfect if you’re meeting 

someone for the first time, on your way home from work, hiking the backcountry, 
or on a road trip. 

As you walk, run, drive, or hike, a GPS trail is created of your exact location showing 

your path, speed of travel, and other vital information.

Hey John, I’m going on a 

hike. Keep track of me?

myelios.com/track/1048



Only from Elios

Real-Time Tracking

Track the location of objects such as: kids, bikes, vehicles, pets, drones, luggage, 

camera gear, and much more from the app or online in real time. You can view the 

exact address, travel history, speed of travel, and more. 



Only from Elios

Movement Alarm

With Elios inside, you can set up alert notifications on your smartphone if your bag, 
car, backpack, package, or other asset moves.

With the Elios inside your bag, purse, car, backpack, package, or other assets, 

receive instant alert notifications to your cell phone if the device moves.



Only from Elios

Geo-Fence

Set a geo-fence around your home, school or other location and receive notifications if 
your tracker enters or leaves the marked boundary.

Geo-Fence allows users to set invisible “fences” around a geographic location. A 

user can set a geo-fence around their home and receive an alert notification if their 
pet, child, car, package, or other item enters or leaves the marked boundaries.

Sparky has left the 

Geo-Fence.



Elios SOS activated.

View my location:

myelios.com/track/3127

Only from Elios

SOS Panic

Press the SOS button from anywhere to send a pre-programmed message and 

GPS location to a list of contacts or local law enforcement.

Whether you are concerned about your personal safety, or need a backup

solution to stay connected where cell service is not covered, pressing the SOS

button will send a pre-programmed message and GPS location to a list of 

your contacts.



Keep your devices charged & easily locate what matters mostUses

Track your bags Track your luggage Charge your devices



Cricket 

Micro GPS Tracker

Dragonfly 

GPS Tracking

Power Bank

Elios offers the only devices that combine power banks and narrowband global tracking, 
and we offer the longest battery life and most accurate positioning available today.

Bluetooth LTE-M1 GSM Fallback

BLE WPS

GPS GALILEO GLONASS

Additional satellite systems

Product Specs — GPS Tracking

Accurate 

positioning within 

5 meters outdoors

Signal transmission 

in areas with no cell 

coverage

Indoor positioning 

systems in multi-layered 

buildings and up to 10 

stories underground

Narrowband (IoT) 

Tracking with 7 times 

greater coverage 

than LTE

Integrated technology 

that dwarfs all other 

GPS trackers



Technology partner

Causes

We support causes and organizations focused on 

the prevention of future crimes against children, 

and that address victims, survivors and families 

with the resources and community they need to 

encourage hope and empower their future.

About Elios

About

Elios, Inc. is located in the heart of the Silicon Slopes with years of experience devel-

oping bleeding edge power and tracking technology for people on-the-go. Industries 

benefiting from our products include: law enforcement, travel, outdoor, filmmaking, 
academia, global exploration, and many more.
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info@myelios.com


